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ribosomal RNAs into its virion (37). Thus, we examined the presence of 18S ribosomal 161 RNA (rRNA) in purified recombinant virus, and found a greater amount of 18S rRNAs 162 in OK-RG particles as compared to D/OK-clone particles (Fig. 4B ). Taken together, 163 these data demonstrate that OK-RG disproportionally incorporates genomic RNA 164 segments, as well as rRNA, into viral particles. This result suggests that a considerable 165 number of non-infectious particles, such as defective interference particles, are 166 generated in the supernatant through reverse genetics procedures, which may lead to the 167 growth deficit of OK-RG when compared to the D/OK-clone.
168
To confirm this hypothesis, we directly examined the content of RNA segments 169 packaged into viral particles. We extracted vRNAs from purified OK-RG and separated 170 them through urea-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), which revealed different all conditions, most plaque sizes were smaller than those of the D/OK-clone ( Fig. 6A ).
185
However, viruses rescued under condition #14 (OK-RG/14) included a high population 186 of those forming large plaques ( Fig. 6A ). We then plaque-isolated this virus and 187 propagated it once in ST cells (referred to as OK-RG/14p). When growth kinetics of 188 OK-RG/14 and OK-RG/14p were tested in ST cells ( Fig. 6B ), we found that 189 OK-RG/14p grew at a similar titer to the D/OK-clone, which was approximately 10-fold 190 higher than that of OK-RG/14, suggesting that OK-RG/14p possessed a similar 191 infectivity to wild-type D/OK. In addition, we confirmed that the entire genome 192 sequence of OK-RG/14p was identical to that of the D/OK-clone. 193 We next assessed content of RNA segments packaged into purified OK-RG/14p pCAGGS-based vectors (28, 32, 33, 35, 36) . In this study, we first tested this cell line 212 for potential use in an IDV reverse genetics system. Although recombinant D/OKs were 213 rescued after several attempts, their infectivities (PFU titers) were low, despite high HA 214 titers in the supernatant of transfected cells. Their plaque sizes were also small, 215 suggesting the presence of abundant non-infectious particles. Therefore, we next tested 216 HRT-18G cells, which have been widely used for IDV isolation, in our IDV reverse 217 genetics system. Although this cell line showed a much lower transfection efficiency 218 than HEK293T cells, recombinant D/OKs with high infectivity were rescued, as 219 revealed by higher PFU/HA ratios than those seen with HEK293T cells. These findings 220 imply that support of viral replication is a more important factor to consider than 221 transfection efficiency when choosing cells for use in an IDV reverse genetics system.
222
Therefore, a possible system in which the bovine (or swine) PolI vector is utilized as a inoculated onto cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01. Virus titers were 569 determined at 12 h intervals post-infection by plaque assay, and reported as the mean 
